




Discover the inspirational paint collection of Flamant, a selection of authentic 
tones for a harmonious decoration of your home. The 128 unique shades 
from the collection each come with their own story. The rich variation in 
colours can be beautifully combined to create elegantly contrasting colours 
or subtle tonal effects. The collection offers a varied choice of colours and 
finishes, from intense matt to glamorous glossy, with qualities that will ensure 
a stylish decoration of every surface in your home, both inside and outside. 
So let yourself be captivated by the stories behind the Flamant paint collection 
and create a colourful, warm home.

STEP INSIDE
THE WORLD OF   

FLAMANT PAINTS



Flamant offers timeless interior design, a total concept for the decoration of 
the entire home. The collection comprises a wide range of products: from 
furniture, accessories, lighting and tableware to carpets, taps, wallpaper and 
paints: a comprehensive range for a harmonious interior design. Everything in 
the collection emanates an inherent warmth, where nothing seems new and 
every product tells its own story.

The Flamant story began over 30 years ago. From the very beginning the 
Flamant style distinguished itself with the creation of timeless interiors, 
combining historical inspiration and weathered finishings with contemporary 
comfort. Our guiding values have always focused on harmony, authenticity and 
hospitality. The concept grew into a lifestyle brand, rapidly gaining international 
acclaim with worldwide points of sale. Flamant interiors bring beauty and 
elegance in a contemporary ambience - every single day.  

ABOUT 
FLAMANT



FLAMANT AND TOLLENS 
PARTNERS IN COLOUR

Flamant Paints was launched in 1999. As a natural extension of the Flamant 
total concept, the unique palette of colours was warmly received. Today, 
the paint collection truly is a household name in interior decoration and is 
available worldwide.

For the development and creation of the various paints, Flamant works 
closely with Tollens, the renowned French paint manufacturer that can look 
back on a proud history dating back to 1748. Tollens built up extensive 
expertise in the world of interior and exterior paints and is the perfect 
“partner in colour” for the Flamant paint collection.



The paint range of Flamant Paints sets itself apart through its excellent quality, 
both aesthetic and technical. Every season the range is enriched with new 
tints and products and today offers an inspirational choice of colours and 
destinations for you to decorate every area of your home, both inside and 
outside.

The complete collection has been developed using the Tollens mixing system and 
comprises 128 colours and 7 paint qualities: 1 tintable primer for the interior,  
1 primer for the exterior and 5 paint finishes.

7 PAINT QUALITIES 
FOR THE ENTIRE HOME

FOR THE INTERIOR

1 water-soluble undercoat for wood and walls, tintable in a wide range  
of colours

Wall Primer captures the differences in absorption of the base 
and promotes excellent adhesion.

3 water-based paint finishes

Wall Matt deep matt finish, removable, for walls and ceilings

Lack Matt matt finish, washable, for wood and walls

Wall & Wood Satin satin gloss finish, washable, for wood and walls

FOR THE EXTERIOR

1 waterborne and pigmented primer

Externi Fixe Façade captures the differences in absorption for mineral 
bases and fixes lightly chalking and still well-
adhering old paint layers. Exclusively developed for 
the Benelux

2 paint finishes

Externi Wood & Iron smooth, solvent-based satin lacquer

Externi Façade deep matt water-based finish
exclusively developed for the Benelux



Intense matt wall and ceiling paint with eco-label

Wall Matt is designed to create an aesthetically intense matt colour effect, 
each tone expressing its full potential. This paint quality is available in all 128 
colours of the Flamant colour chart. Flamant Wall Matt is produced in an 
environmentally friendly manner and carries the eco-label.

WALL MATT

• Deep matt water-based paint

• Destination: interior: walls and ceilings

• Packaging: 2.5 L, 5 L and 10 L + Tester 125ml

• Colours: 128

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 4 hours 

- Recoatable: 8 hours

• Coverage: 9 to 11 m²/L, depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 1 or 2 coats after the appropriate base coat or primer, applied with roller or brush

Every tint of the Flamant paint collection is available as Wall Matt 125ml tester.

WALL MATT
A highly resistant matt paint

Lack Matt is a washable matt paint that is resistant to heavy wear. The new 
qualities of the resins of which this paint is made give it a high level of quality 
and durability. The paint is intended for the decoration of interior walls, 
ceilings and woodwork. Flamant Lack Matt is available in all 128 colours of 
the Flamant colour chart.

LACK MATT

• Washable matt water-based paint

• Destination: interior: walls, ceilings and wood

• Packaging: 1 l and 2.5 l

• Colours: 128

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 4 hours 

- Recoatable: 8 hours

• Coverage: 11 to 14 m²/L, depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 1 or 2 coats after the appropriate base coat or primer, applied with roller or brush

LACK MATT



Interior satin paint for walls and woodwork

The interior paint quality of Wall & Wood Satin offers a soft satin finish that 
is perfect for the finishing of joinery and walls in all rooms of the house, 
especially in more moist areas such as kitchens and bathrooms. Characterised 
by its high-quality lacquered finish, the paint is easy to maintain while providing 
excellent resistance over time. Flamant Wall & Wood Satin is available in all 
128 colours of the Flamant colour chart.

WALL & WOOD SATIN

• Acrylic paint with satin glow.

• Intended use: interior: walls and woodwork

• Packaging: 1 L and 2.5 L

• Colours: 128

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 3 hours 

- Recoatable: 8 hours

• Coverage: 11 to 15 m²/L, depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 1 or 2 coats after the appropriate base coat or primer

A coloured undercoat for a perfect preparation

Wall Primer is a water-soluble undercoat for several types of bases, 
suitable for both new construction and renovation projects. The primer 
is available in 111 tints of the Flamant colour chart, allowing it to combine 
beautifully with the selected tint of paint finish.  This low-odour paint 
offers a high opacity, is fast drying, gives smooth flow and excellent 
adhesion.

WALL & WOOD SATIN WALL PRIMER

WALL PRIMER

• Water-soluble undercoat, tintable

• Intended use: interior: walls and woodwork

• Exterior: wood surfaces only

• Packaging: 1 l and 2.5 l

• Colours: 111

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 4 hours 

- Recoatable: 8 hours

• Coverage: 10 to 12 m²/L, depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 1 coat before finishing with Wall Matt, Lack Matt and Wall & Wood Satin



Satin lacquer for wood and metal

The Externi Wood & Iron exterior paint quality gives you the opportunity 
not only to protect and decorate your exterior wood and metalwork (doors, 
shutters, railings and garden furniture) but also your interior woodwork. With 
its satin finish, this high-quality lacquer paint is ideally suited for wood and metal 
surfaces, after appropriate preparation. The Externi Wood & Iron paint is 
available in 57 colours, indicated by the symbol E  on the Flamant colour chart.

EXTERNI WOOD & IRON

• Solvent-based lacquer paint

• Intended use: interior and exterior: wood and metal

• Packaging: 1 L and 2.5 L

• Colours: 57

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 8 hours 

- Recoatable: 24 hours

• Coverage: 14 to 17 m²/L, depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 2 coats after the appropriate base coat, applied with roller or brush

EXTERNI FAÇADE
Matt exterior paint for brick, concrete or rendered façades.

Flamant Externi Façade is the ideal paint quality for the improvement of exterior 
masonry surfaces. It is a waterborne paint with a high opacity and is extremely 
weather resistant. What’s more, the paint is very easy to maintain. The matt 
finish of the paint offers a soft look with an intense colour experience. The 
quality is available in the 40 tints of the Flamant Externi Façade colour chart.

EXTERNI FAÇADE

• Water-based paint

• Intended use: exterior

• Packaging: 10 L

• Colours: 40

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 30 minutes 

- Recoatable: 2 hours

• Coverage: 8 m²/L, depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 2 coats after the appropriate base coat

We recommend preparing the base using Externi Fixe Façade, an absorption-regulating and 

pigmented primer coating: a semi-opaque adhesive undercoat for the best final result.

EXTERNI WOOD & IRON



Regulating primer coating for brick,  
concrete or rendered façades

Externi Fixe Façade is a pigmented undercoat for stone façades: a semi-opaque 
paint to guarantee the best results. The paint fixes, insulates and regulates the 
absorption of base surfaces. Due to its quick drying time, Externi Fixe Façade 
can be recoated with a paint finish within a matter of hours.

EXTERNI FIXE FAÇADE

• Water-soluble paint based on   

waterborne acrylic polymers

• Intended use: exterior

• Packaging: 10 L

• Colour: 1

• Drying time: (at 20°C and 65% R.H.) 

- Dry to the touch: 1 hour 

- Recoatable: 4 hours

• Coverage: 7 m²/L depending on the nature of the substrate and the painting method

• Application: 1 coat, finish with Externi Façade waterborne exterior paint

EXTERNI FIXE FAÇADE


